Precedent
Drive It Once And You’ll Know.
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Closest To The Pin
“For almost 50 years, Club Car has had both the honor and privilege of growing the game. We’re
immensely proud of the golf cars and other vehicles the dedicated men and women of our company have
designed, engineered and produced. Over the years, we’ve helped golfers enjoy the experience while
contributing to the success of our customers’ businesses. As a result, we’re delighted to give back to the
game that has been so instrumental to our success. Supporting golf has always been an integral part of
our business. We look forward to continuing this commitment into the next half-century.”

Phil Tralies
President & CEO
Club Car, Inc.

We’re Not Just Building a Car.
We’re Defining a Legacy.
When we first launched Precedent, it drove straight to the top of the leader board. It was innovative. It was
revolutionary. But like a major champion heading back to the range, we didn’t let up. We decided to make it
even better. So we continued to work, finesse, refine and improve. Making it stronger and more responsive.
More comfortable to drive and easier to maintain. To push further away from the competition and closer to
perfection. The result? The Precedent Professional and Precedent Champion.

A glimpse inside our trophy case.
The Precedent Profile

AlumiCore™ Chassis

PowerShield™

360° Bumper™

Ergo Seat

Bagwell

Best-In-Class Storage

Automotive ladder-style
aluminum frame is fused to
a fiber-reinforced underbody,
doubling the torsional rigidity
and built-in debris protection
for the wiring, brakes
and pedal group.

Revolutionary protective
housing completely safeguards
the electrical and power
systems, deflects ground
debris and channels water
away from sensitive areas.

Combined with 5 mph front
and rear impact bumpers to
protect the frame and body.
Means fewer scratches,
less damage and additional
protection for your investment.

Designed using ergonomic
software to create a taller,
larger and more erect seat for
better support, posture and
positioning. Curves in the seat
bottom promote comfortable
space between the driver and
passenger.

Spacious area features a
center divider and textured
surface to keep bags from
slipping, while raised bag
supports and ample drainage
holes keep bags dry. Strap
clip is easier to grab, open
and close.

Large dash compartment,
deep sweater basket and
available canopy cargo net
provide unparalleled storage.

More efficient to run and less
costly to maintain.

SportDrive™ Steering
and Suspension

MonsoonTop™

Pedal Group

FE 350 Gas Engine

Exclusive IQ System™

Surlyn® Body Panels

Access Panel

With better acceleration and
lower maintenance, this proven
351 cc, 11.5 hp* powerhouse
is willing to take on hills,
fairways and all other
challengers.

Lets you customize the
car to fit your course. Its
re-engineered, regenerative
braking control is incredibly
smooth, with no hesitation.

Creates an invigorating,
sports-car-like driving
experience with nimble
acceleration.

The industry’s first canopy
with built-in drain spouts
automatically channels water
straight to the ground.

Pre-set, sealed and
adjustment-free.

The tough material used to
cover golf balls is now used
to cover Precedent. Body color
is molded into the Surlyn
Reflections® body panels, so
there’s no clear coat or paint to
worry about.

4-Battery,
48-Volt Powerplant

Relocated for easy
maintenance and tamperresistant governors.

Precedent Professional
* 11.5 maximum hp @ 3,600 rpm (per SAE J1349/1940)
Surlyn Reflections® is a trademark or registered trademark of LTL Color Compounders.

Precedent
Professional

Additional Precedent Features and Innovations

After almost half a century of honing
our skills, we’ve truly taken our
game to another level. From major
champions to the weekend player, the
Precedent Professional treats every
driver to a great golf experience. The
riveting performance of SportDrive.

• IQDM Hand-Held Diagnostics A fast, hassle-free way to
keep your fleet operating at peak capacity and profitability.
• Front Suspension Designed with two simple lubrication
points and maintenance-free, sealed bearings.
• Industry’s Tightest Clearance Circle Provides superior
maneuverability in your storage area and handling on
the course.
• FlexiDrink™ Cup Holders Designed to fit all types of drink
containers and can bend without breaking.

The brilliance of the hand-held IQ
• Internal Canopy Handle Longer design provides more
Diagnostic Display Module. The
integrity of Surlyn body panels.
With strength, style and smarts, this
flagship model continues to redefine
the rules. Making any other ride
seem unprofessional.

hand position options and increases passenger comfort
and security.
• Steering-Wheel-to-Armrest Space The industry’s widest
clearance makes it easier for the driver to enter and exit.

• IQLink™ We’ve integrated our exclusive IQ System with
the UpLink® Course Management System to create the
most breakthrough resource and revenue tracking tool in
the industry.
• Sand Rake Easier to use, this upgraded fiberglass model is
durable and ergonomic.
• Advanced IQ Controller This stroke of genius provides
stronger diagnostics and increased flexibility with multiple
speed settings, including an additional pedal-up setting.
• Windshield Whether up or down, reinforced attach clips
help this windshield retain its position.
• Governor Protection Kit Tamper-resistant locking
brackets and secure engine cover plates eliminate access
by unauthorized personnel to the governor arm, cable
and carburetor.

Parked Atop the Leaderboard.
Head and shoulders above the rest, the Precedent Champion is a surefire way to align your course
with the best of the best. Born with the character and construction of the Precedent Professional, the
Precedent Champion steps the game up a notch. Moving your riders to another level of excellence. 10” rims.
Premium colors. A bold accent stripe. The Precedent Champion not only looks the part, it’s got the jawdropping Precedent performance to back it up. No matter what the final score, this stylish and sophisticated
machine will bring every one of your customers back to the clubhouse with a smile. It’s that rewarding.
An inspiration to golfers and drivers alike, the Precedent Champion is more than just a moving experience.
It’s a brush with greatness.

Precedent Champion
• 10” rims and aluminum wheels
• Custom club logos/name badge
• Accent stripe
• Tinted, winged and hinged windshield
• Premium number decals
• Soft-grip steering wheel
• Choice of standard or premium colors
• Premium bag protector
• Canopy storage net
• Choice of one driver-side and
one passenger-side accessory

Precedent Champion

Surlyn Reflections® Colors

Colors and Accessories

Eight molded-in body colors retain
their good looks for the life of the car.

Length

91.5 in (232.4 cm)

Height

68.5 in (173.5 cm)

Width

47.3 in (120 cm)

Dry Weight (electric)

495 lb (224.5 kg)

Dry Weight (gas)

606 lb (274.9 kg)

Wheelbase

65.5 in (166.4 cm)

Tread: Front

34.5 in (87.6 cm)

Tread: Rear

38.6 in (98 cm)

Ground Clearance

4.5 in (11.4 cm)

Floor Height

12 in (30.5 cm)

Fuel Capacity (gas)

6.7 gal (25.4 L)

Frame Type

Ladder-style aluminum box beam

Body

Surlyn Reflections®

Premium Colors

Kickplate

Yes

(Standard on Champion.
Additional charge on Professional.)

Steering

Self-compensating double reduction helical rack and pinion

Front Suspension

Independent leaf spring with dual hydraulic shocks
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Brake

Mechanical drum brakes on rear wheels

Tire Size

18 x 8.50 - 8

Programmable Speeds

•
•
•
•

Battery

(4) 12-volt

Parking Brake

3-position

Charging System

48-volt variable with on-board computer

Horsepower (gas)

11.5

Choke

Cableless

Governor Guard

Yes

Oil System

Spin-on filter

Cylinder

1

Displacement

351 cc

Warranty

• 4-year: Batteries (1,000 rounds), Canopy, Electronics, Pedal Group, Seats, Suspension
• 3-year: Body Panels, Gas and Electric Powertrains, Underbody
• 2-year: All Remaining Components

Additional way to
customize the fleet
for your course.

Comes with a drain and
removable plug for easy
cleaning. Just add water.
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Bag Protector
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Ball and Club Cleaner

Easily removable for cleaning.
Keeps pairing sheet, clubhouse
menu or advertisements
dry and in plain view.

Protects bags and clubs
from the elements. Allows easy
access to clubs in
retracted position.
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An upgrade from wheel covers,
this solid aluminum wheel set
can be found only on the
Precedent Champion.

Accent Stripe

Helpful for assigning
and rotating cars.

Info Holders
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7-spoke rim comes
standard on the
Precedent Professional.

Aluminum Wheels

Bright, focused lights provide
clear vision and signaling in low
lighting.

Number Decals
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Wheel Covers

Upgraded fiberglass model
is a durable and ergonomic
approach to keeping your
bunkers well groomed.

Headlights/Taillights
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Tinted, high-impact
acrylic. Snaps on/off
and folds.

Sand Trap Rake Kit
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Standard Colors

Hinged Windshield

Upholstery
The ultimate on-board convenience
keeps beverages nice and cold.
The deluxe cooler is stylized to match
your Precedent.

Deluxe Towing Package

Front and back on-board towing
package comes complete with a
strengthened towing attachment
for the secure transport of
multiple cars.

Your choice of either white or beige vinyl.
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Sand bucket kit offers more capacity
than traditional single sand bottle. The
deluxe sand bucket is stylized to match
your Precedent.

CaddyMaster or
Deluxe Cooler

Be

Single sand bottle offers
a handy way to make divot
repairs. The dual bottle offers
twice the capacity.

Sand Bucket or
Deluxe Sand Bucket
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Divot Repair Sand Bottle
or Dual Sand Bottle

Specifications
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speed settings: 8 - 19 mph (12.9 - 30.6 kph)
acceleration settings: Aggressive or traditional
pedal-up braking settings: None, mild and aggressive
pedal-up braking speeds

There are no warranties, expressed or implied, contained herein. See Limited Warranty found in the owner’s manual or write to Club Car, Inc. The company reserves the right to make design changes without obligation to
make these changes on units or systems previously sold.

